An interesting challenge for explainable recommender systems is to provide successful interpretation of recommendations using structured sentences. It is well known that user-generated reviews, have strong influence on the users' decision. Recent techniques exploit user reviews to generate natural language explanations. In this paper, we propose a character-level attention-enhanced long short-term memory model to generate natural language explanations. We empirically evaluated this network using two real-world review datasets. The generated text present readable and similar to a real user's writing, due to the ability of reproducing negation, misspellings, and domain-specific vocabulary.
INTRODUCTION
A recommender system should provide accurate and relevant recommendations, but a good recommendation must be supported by interpretation. The explanation is the key factor to gain the trust of the user. An interpretable system has significant influence on a user's decision [6] , and users tend to trust the opinion of others, especially when they describe personal experiences [3] .
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IUI'18, Mar 07-11, 2018, Tokyo, Japan ACM 978-1-4503-5571-1/18/03. . . $15.00 DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3180308.3180366 produced in a modular way. We aim to generate natural language explanations from reviews, aligning explanations and textual features such as aspects and sentiments, which influence the recommendation of different items. We exploit deep neural networks at character-level to generate explanations. These networks have recently shown good performance to generate sentences as presented by Karpathy et. al., who use a variant of LSTM cells to generate text [2] . Karpathy et. al.
presented encoding rating vectors of reviews in the training phase, allowing the system to calculate the probability of the next character based on the given rating. Later, Dong et. al.
presented an efficient method to generate the next word in a sequence when it is added an attention mechanism, improving the performance for long textual sequences [1] .
In this paper, we propose a character-level attention-enhanced long short-term memory (LSTM) model to generate personalized natural language explanations based on user-generated reviews. The model is trained using two real-world datasets: BeerAdvocate [5] and Amazon book reviews [1] . The datasets present user reviews describing their opinion about items in natural language. The explanations are adaptively composed by an encoder-side context vector, because our model learns soft alignments between generated characters and user-item relations, for example, ratings from a user to an item.
INTERPRETATION MODEL
The character-level explanation model presents (1) three modules: LSTM network, attention layer, and generator module; and (2) two input sources: review text and concatenated word embeddings of user, item, and rating, as presented in Fig. 1 . First, users and items embeddings are learned from doc2vec model, where characters of reviews are encoded as one-hot vectors, corresponding to the input time-steps of LSTM network. Second, the embeddings are concatenated with the outputs of LSTM, which are inputs for the following attention layer. Finally, the generator module produce sentences as explanations using outputs from the attention layer.
• LSTM network LSTM is an enhanced recurrent neural network (RNN) where information is transmitted from a neuron to the next neuron, and the corresponding neuron in the next layer simultaneously, as presented in Fig. 1 . LSTM Figure 2 . Rating Text Samples, from poorly rated (1) to highly rated (5) .
was introduced to solve the long-term dependency problem, which causes vanishing gradient in conventional RNN [2] .
• Attention mechanism The attention mechanism, adaptively learns soft alignments c t between character dependencies H t and attention inputs a. Eq. 1 formally defines the new character dependencies using attention layer H attention t [1] .
• Generating Text The explanation is generated character by character. The characters are given by maximizing the softmax conditional probability p, based on the new character dependencies H attention t [1] , as presented in Eq. 2 p = softmax(H attention t W + b), char = arg max p (2)
RESULTS
The model was evaluated using two real-world datasets: Beer-Advocate and Amazon book reviews. The first experiment presents generated explanations given by the rating as attention mechanism to generate explanations with different sentiments, as presented in Fig. 2 .
The second experiment generates explanations for particular user-item pairs presented in Fig. 3 , where the user opinion about an item is generated in natural language. Finally, evaluating the generated explanations based on readability metrics in Fig. 4 . The readability metrics [4] measure how understandable the generated text is, where lower values correspond to an easy and understandable text.
CONCLUSION
The work provides preliminary results in automatically generating natural language explanations. The model differs from recent works [1, 6] , due to the use of attention layer combined with character-level LSTM. The proposed model improves We would like to improve the model considering: (1) personalizing explanations to benefit the users' preferences based on their expressed sentiments; and (2) testing the model in larger and more varied review domains such as hotels and restaurants.
